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The Problems We Solve
Organizations have more security products than ever, yet
the frequency and severity of cyberattacks keeps growing.
Multiple security approaches solve specific challenges, but
can lead to gaps in defensive coverage. These gaps expose
organizations to data breaches and fail to detect hidden
threats and vulnerabilities, while giving those inside the
organization a false sense that they are fully protected.
Tenable Network Security transforms security through
comprehensive solutions that provide continuous visibility
and critical context, enabling decisive actions to protect
organizations of all sizes. Tenable eliminates blind spots,
prioritizes threats and reduces exposure and loss.

Our Customers
With more than one million users and over 21,000 customers
worldwide, organizations trust Tenable for proven security
innovation. Tenable customers range from Fortune Global
500 companies, to the global public sector, to mid-sized
enterprises in all industries, including finance, government,
healthcare, higher education, retail and energy.

Our Technology
Bring clarity to your security and compliance posture with
Tenable.io™. Built on the leading Nessus technology from
Tenable, this cloud-based vulnerability-management platform
delivers a fresh, asset-based approach that accurately tracks your
resources, while offering specialized applications for container
security and web application scanning. Maximizing visibility and
insight, Tenable.io effectively prioritizes your vulnerabilities
while seamlessly integrating into your environment.

Nessus® is the world’s most widely deployed vulnerability
assessment solution, chosen by millions of users across the
globe. Nessus quickly and accurately identifies vulnerabilities,
configuration issues and malware in physical, virtual and cloud
environments and helps you prioritize what you need to fix first.

SecurityCenter® leverages and consolidates Nessus scan
data into an easy to understand management console. Use
SecurityCenter to manage and analyze vulnerability data
across your organization, prioritize security risks and obtain a
clear view of your security posture. Measure and visualize the
effectiveness of your security program with SecurityCenter’s
pre-built, highly customizable dashboards and reports and the
industry’s only Assurance Report Cards® (ARCs).

SecurityCenter CV™, the market-leading continuous monitoring
platform, provides comprehensive visibility of your security and
compliance posture, along with actionable insight into prioritized
weaknesses to help you find and fix vulnerabilities faster.
For More Information: Please visit tenable.com

Our History
Tenable was founded in 2002 to help customers in all sectors solve their most difficult security challenges. Today,
thousands of organizations around the world rely on Tenable to defend against threats that are at the center of boardlevel and public policy discussions. Tenable has also earned numerous industry awards and distinctions, including those
from SC Magazine, the SANS Institute, Frost & Sullivan, AusCERT and NetworkWorld Asia. In October 2016, the company
announced its first acquisition with the purchase of San Francisco-based container security company FlawCheck. Tenable
was also one of only two pure-play cybersecurity software companies named to the 2016 Forbes Next Billion-Dollar
Startups list. In 2015 the company announced a $230M Series B investment led by Insight Venture Partners and Accel.
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